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Introduction 
QOMPLX engages in advanced reinforcement learning-focused research to find 
techniques and develop technology capable of supporting more computationally and 
operationally efficient and effective decision-making under uncertainty.  This effort is 
focused on real-world use cases related to risk management, but has gained 
substantially from participation and interaction with leading researchers working on 
RL-based approaches in gaming.  Starcraft as a strategy game with partial observability 
and multiple prospective opponents has provided a particularly rich canvas for 
experimentation and concept validation. This post is part of a series on reinforcement 
learning,  multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques, and select experiences in 
applied research supporting these improved decision-making goals. This initial piece in 
our reinforcement learning and automated planning series introduces some novel work 
on optimizing build orders to improve competitiveness.  

Background 
StarCraft: Brood War (SC:BW) is the expansion pack for the military science fiction 
real-time strategy (RTS) game StarCraft.  

Factions 

There are 3 factions in this game which represent different species: 

■ Protoss (P) - a technologically advanced humanoid species with psionic abilities 
■ Terran (T) - humans exiled from Earth who excel at adapting to any situation;  
■ Zerg (Z) - a race of insectoid aliens obsessed with assimilating other races in 

pursuit of genetic perfection; 

While the backstory isn’t truly important, the salient point is that they each possess 
different economic and military capabilities that impact game play.  

Build Order 

Build Order (BO) refers to the sequence by which certain units/buildings are 
trained/constructed. Such sequences are constrained by the so-called technology tree – 
an order that requires specific research and development to be completed before 
specific units or facilities may be constructed.  

Build Orders can be drastically different depending on the factions of your opponent and 
your own choices. Without loss of generality, our highly competitive Starcraft bot plays 
as the Terran faction and has four BOs for each of the three matchups: Terran vs. 
Protoss, Terran vs. Terran and Terran vs. Zerg.  

For the purposes of the research being discussed in this post, we only use established 
BOs. Notable examples include: TvP Siege Expand; TvT Two Factory Pressure; TvZ 
Bunker Rush. These different examples essentially involve different techniques to be 

https://us.shop.battle.net/en-us/product/starcraft
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more or less aggressive in attacking vs defending. 

Why are we interested in BO selection? A good BO can create an advantage and can 
sometimes lead to victory. The goal here is to decide which BO to use in a game 
intelligently, based on information from past games played by the bot. 

Multi-Armed Bandit 

The Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) algorithm is a popular choice for BO selection in 
StarCraft. The problem MAB algorithms try to solve is a classic Reinforcement Learning 
(RL) one which exemplifies the exploration-exploitation dilemma. The name of MAB 
comes from imagining a gambler at a row of slot machines (sometimes known as 
"one-armed bandits"), who has to decide which machines to play, how many times to 
play each machine and in which order to play them, and whether to continue with the 
current machine or try a different machine. The multi-armed bandit problem also falls 
into the broad category of stochastic scheduling. There are mainly two kinds of MAB:  

■ Stochastic MAB: reward distribution is the same over all time steps.  
Common solution: UCB1.  

■ Adversarial MAB: reward distribution changes over time.  
Common solution: EXP3 

We are interested in the second type of MAB because it is a more general case than the 
first type, and it is associated with a more complex scenario.  

There are clear challenges. First, uncertainty in game outcome. Even if both sides use 
the same BO and play the game on the same map, the game outcome can vary because 
of miscellaneous factors such as terrain, unit “micro” (granular decisions about the 
behavior of a small number of units, for example: in a battle), the accuracy of attacks, 
etc. The second challenge is posed by “non-stationarity in-game outcomes.” This refers 
to the game outcome can change over time, often resulting from one or both of the 
sides adapting to previous combat history. If both sides are capable of such adaptation, 
we call this a co-evolutionary problem. 

Our approach  
Reinforcement learning relies heavily on an appropriate definition of the reward function 
by which individual game outcomes are compared. In this experiment we utilized 
Bayesian statistics to quantify the posterior distribution of the reward which is used in 
the MAB algorithm. We call this the baseline.  

To address the nonstationary game outcomes, we develop a moving window variant 
which applies a moving window on the past game history, so that we do not get 
stranded by it when it accumulates over time. The size of the moving window must be 
chosen carefully. If it is too small, we run the risk of over-reacting to inadequate data. If 
it is too large, we approach the extreme case where all past data are used, which could 
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potentially strand us. Getting trapped in a locally optimal solution can preclude solutions 
from reaching a better overall solution. From our experiments, we empirically concluded 
that the size should roughly depend on the number of BOs the opponent uses and those 
we use. 

Case Study Setup 
We have a bot which plays as the Terran faction. We then choose our opponents which 
are the top bots from the StarCraft AI Ladder called BASIL: 
https://basil.bytekeeper.org/ranking.html. We then categorize the bots into two groups: 
First, non-adapting bots, which use a single BO:  

■ Tomas Vajda (P);  
■ Iron bot (T);  
■ Marian Devecka (Z) 

Second, adaptive bots, which use multiple BOs and can choose them intelligently:  

■ BananaBrain (P) 
■ Tscmoo (T) 
■ Steamhammer (Z) 

We compare our proposed approach to several mainstream algorithms for BO selection: 

■ UCB1 
■ EXP3 
■ Random Pick (RP): pick a BO at random 

https://basil.bytekeeper.org/ranking.html
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The evaluation of the performance of different algorithms is based on the following 
criteria: 

■ Average Regret (AR): Regret is the difference between the realized reward and 
the optimal one. The smaller the AR value, the better. 

■ Number of times the optimal BO is selected (NS). The higher the NS value, the 
better. 

We then prepare the true underlying reward table by running 98 games for each 
opponent and BO. The win rate is considered as the overall reward to compare 
approaches here: 

 

Figure 1: BASIL Ladder Rankings 

 

Figure 2: Build Order Comparison 
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Case Study I 
For each algorithm and BO, 1000 games were played between our bot and each of the 
opponents. Referring to the table below, vs non-adapting opponents, the proposed 
baseline algorithm achieved the best result in terms of both AR and NS. The 
performance of the MW variant is slightly worse than that of baseline but still better than 
UCB1, EXP3 and RP.  

 
 

Versus adapting opponents, the results below indicate that the proposed baseline 
algorithm performed the best again, except for NS vs Steamhammer. This is largely due 
to the fact that when using the baseline algorithm vs Steamhammer, the win rates of the 
two best BOs only differ by 2%, while the difference was large enough (30%) when 
using UCB1.  

 

Figure 3: Performance vs. Non-Adapting Opponents 
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It should also be noted that, although the performance of EXP3 is better than that of RP, 
it is still considerably worse than that of either baseline, MW variant, or UCB1. EXP3 
tends not to punish those BOs which lose initially. Consider this simple case where one 
starts fresh (no BO is ever played). EXP3 initiates by setting weights of all BOs equal. 
Suppose BO1 gets played once and it loses, its weight gets updated but remains  

essentially the same due to the reward being zero. This continues to happen so long as 
the chosen BO results in a loss. In other words, EXP3 then wanders among all the BOs 
until it becomes clearer which one is better.  

The picture below compares the time series of rewards obtained by the MW variant and 
UCB1, respectively, when pitching our bot vs Marian Devecka. Ideally, one would like to 
get the maximum possible reward by choosing the best BO as many times as possible. 
Each BO has a unique reward (win rate) in this case. It is quite obvious that the MW 
variant identified the best BO faster, and made much fewer choices of the second best 
BO than UCB1.  

UCB1 struggled a lot between picking the second-best BO and the best one. One 
possible explanation is that during the first draw the (unknown) optimal arm gives low 
rewards, and this makes the reward of this arm inferior to that of the other arms. As a 
result, the algorithm might get stuck, potentially not choosing the optimal arm anymore.  

 

Figure 4: Performance vs. Adapting Opponents 
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Case Study II 
A stress test scenario was artificially constructed to examine how the algorithms react 
to sudden changes in bots’ behavior. More specifically, the best and worst win rates 
were swapped after the previous 1000-game runs. Such a scenario can happen in 
reality. For example, a production freeze bug would cause a bot’s best BO to perform 
the worst. While the worst BO can become the best one if the recent development 
improved it significantly. Then another 1000 games were run using the new winrates for 
each algorithm and BO. 

 
From the picture below, it turns out the results obtained by both the proposed baseline 
algorithm and EXP3 are much worse than those before the stress test. This is mainly 
because both algorithms rely heavily on the accumulated knowledge, and when there’s a 
sudden change, the two algorithms lack a way to adapt/would require a large number of 
games before they identify the new best BO.  

On the other hand, the MW variant performed the best overall, while UCB1 leads slightly 
in the cases vs Iron bot and vs Steamhammer in terms of NS. Both of these algorithms 
prove to be able to adapt to the sudden change in rewards.  

 

 

 Figure 5: time series of rewards obtained by the 
MW variant and UCB1 vs. Marian Devecka 

 

Figure 6: Build Order stress test scenario win rates 
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Once again, we compare time history of rewards (see below). By looking at games right 
after the reward change (those on the left side of the figures, right after game #1000), it 
is obvious that the MW variant took considerably fewer games to adapt (to learn to not 
choose the previous best BO) than UCB1. 

 

 

Figure 7: Results before and after the stress test. 
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Conclusion 
A customized Bayesian MAB framework was proposed to address two challenges faced 
when choosing BOs in SC:BW. The proposed framework was demonstrated to be 
superior to a few other common/popular solutions.  

What we look forward to discussing further:  

■ Couple opponent modeling and BO selection  
■ Study the Effect of the number of BOs on the proposed framework  
■ Explore the relationship between noise parameters and performance of 

BO-selection algorithms  
■ Incorporation of Thompson sampling and similar methods 

In our next post, we’ll be discussing more work on Starcraft AI research including some 
novel work on opponent strategy identification and learning.  

 

Figure 8: Results before and after the reward change. 


